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Abstract. On 6 April 2009 an earthquake of magnitude
6.3 occurred in L’Aquila city, Italy. In the city center and
surrounding villages many masonry and reinforced concrete
(RC) buildings were heavily damaged or collapsed. After
the earthquake, the inspection carried out in the region pro-
vided relevant results concerning the quality of the materi-
als, method of construction and the performance of the struc-
tures. The region was initially inhabited in the 13th century
and has many historic structures. The main structural mate-
rials are unreinforced masonry (URM) composed of rubble
stone, brick, and hollow clay tile. Masonry units suffered the
worst damage. Wood ﬂooring systems and corrugated steel
roofs are common in URM buildings. Moreover, unconﬁned
gable walls, excessive wall thicknesses without connection
with each other are among the most common deﬁciencies of
poorly constructed masonry structures. These walls caused
an increase in earthquake loads. The quality of the mate-
rials and the construction were not in accordance with the
standards. On the other hand, several modern, non-ductile
concrete frame buildings have collapsed. Poor concrete qual-
ity and poor reinforcement detailing caused damage in rein-
forced concrete structures. Furthermore, many structural de-
ﬁciencies such as non-ductile detailing, strong beams-weak
columns and were commonly observed. In this paper, rea-
sons why the buildings were damaged in the 6 April 2009
earthquake in L’Aquila, Italy are given. Some suggestions
are made to prevent such disasters in the future.
1 Introduction
L’Aquila has been assessed as an area of relatively high seis-
mic hazard (Slejko et al., 1998; Rebezet al., 2001). Based
on a report on historical earthquakes, the city was struck
by earthquakes in 1315, 1349, 1452, 1501, 1646, 1703, and
1706 (Boschi et al., 1999). The L’Aquila earthquake was the
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most deadly in Italy since 1980 Napoli earthquake. The seis-
mic hazard map and the shake map of L’Aquila Earthquake
can be seen in Fig. 1 (USGS, 2010).
An earthquake of 6.3 moment magnitude occurred in the
central Italian region of Abruzzo on 6 April 2009, following
a series of minor shakings since January 2009, including a
4.0-magnitude one on 30 March (USGS, 2010). The major-
ity of the damage occurred in the medieval city of L’Aquila
and the surrounding villages. The depth of the earthquake
was given as 8.8km by the US Geological Survey. Epicenter
coordinates of the earthquake were 42.334◦ N and 13.334◦ E
(USGS,2010). Thisearthquakewascausedbythemovement
on a NW-SE trending normal fault according to moment ten-
sor solutions (USGS, 2010). This moderate earthquake oc-
curred in a densely populated region with one major city and
its districts and villages accommodating over 70000people.
Damages to buildings were severe and widespread. Even-
tually, 306people died, with some 1500people injured and
thousands left homeless. A large number of structures com-
prising reinforced concrete, masonry and historical buildings
were heavily damaged or collapsed.
According to ofﬁcial reports, 15000buildings were
severely damaged or collapsed. Nearly, 70% of the build-
ings in L’Aquila were either damaged or severely destroyed
(Earthqauke Engineering Research Institute, EERI1). It was
observed that unreinforced masonry or reinforced concrete
moment resisting frames with hollow clay tile inﬁll parti-
tions are the most popular structural systems in the region.
Themainstructuralmaterialsareunreinforcedmasonrycom-
posed of rubble, stone, brick, and hollow clay tile. Moreover,
observations revealed that the majority of the damages in
L’Aquila were constricted to old masonry buildings (Fig. 2).
However, many new RC buildings having non-ductile mo-
ment frames also collapsed. There are many events of inﬁll
wall damages which experienced either shear failure or out-
of-plane failure due to lack of anchors at the upper and bot-
tom of the walls.
1http://www.eeri.org/site/reconnaissance-activities/69-italy/
544-m-63-laquila-italy
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Figure 1. a) Seismic Hazard Map (Peak Ground Acceleration (m/s
2) with 10% Probability of Exceedance in 50 
Years); b) Shake map of the L’Aquila Earthquake [4] 
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Fig. 1. (a) Seismic Hazard Map (Peak Ground Acceleration (m/s2) with 10% Probability of Exceedance in 50years). (b) Shake map of the
L’Aquila Earthquake (USGS, 2010).
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Figure 2. A general view of building damage in Onna; collapsed and severely damaged residential buildings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. A general view of building damage in Onna; collapsed and severely damaged residential buildings.
Table 1. Strong motion characteristics.
Station code Coordinates Site class Epicentral distance PGA PGV Arias intensity Housner intensity
(km) (cm/s2) (cm/s) (cm/s) (cm)
AQM
42.379◦ N,
A 5.2
1000
42.18 435.4 90.1 13.349◦ E (saturated)
AQV
42.377◦ N,
B 4.9 646.1 42.83 285.7 94.5 13.344◦ E
AQG
42.373◦ N,
A 4.4 506.9 35.54 137.0 92.2 13.337◦ E
AQA
42.376◦ N,
B 4.6 435.6 32.03 175.0 86.1 13.339◦ E
AQK
42.345◦ N,
B 5.6 347.2 36.21 128.9 68.1 13.401◦ E
AQU
42.354◦ N,
B 5.8 309.5 35.00 71.0 78.0 13.402◦ E
GSA
42.421◦ N,
A 14.1 149.1 9.84 44.0 17.8 13.519◦ E
This paper describes different types of structural damages
that were observed by the authors. The reasons of the struc-
tural damages are discussed and placed into context with
some suggestions.
2 Evaluation of strong ground motion records and
response spectra
L’Aquila Earthquake was caused by the rupture of the Pa-
ganica fault, which is a normal fault. According to Italian
National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV)
the event had a magnitude of Mw=6.3 (Ml=5.8) and a focal
depth of 8.8km.
The earthquake has been recorded by 58stations operated
by Italian Strong Motion Network. Besides, 113 seismome-
ters of the INGV network recorded the earthquake. Table 1
showsthestrongmotionrecordcharacteristicswithPGAval-
ues greater than 0.1g.
The table depicts quite high PGA values with respect to
the magnitude of the event. For AQM station, PGA has also
saturated, which makes it impossible to use the record. Hor-
izontal components of the motion are given in Fig. 3 for ﬁve
stations. Strong shaking duration of the earthquake (90%
of the energy) was less than 10s. Besides, 60% of the en-
ergy was exerted on the buildings within 3–5s (C ¸elebi et al.,
2010). Therefore, it can be categorized as a short event with
high PGA values that are capable of producing high spectral
accelerations. It is certain that a prolonged period of shaking
with high accelerations would cause a heavier damage proﬁle
for buildings.
Figure 4 compares spectral acceleration values of each
record and the average of them with the current design spec-
trum of the Italian Code (NTC2008) for rock type soils and
that of 1996 Code for Category 2. The current code has
greater spectral accelerations with respect to the older code.
However, most of the buildings were not designed accord-
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Figure 3. Corrected acceleration records for five stations with PGA>0.1g (time not syncronized) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Corrected acceleration records for ﬁve stations with PGA>0.1g (time not synchronized).
ing to 2008 code. Moreover, many of the buildings were
non-engineered. Nevertheless, response spectra have much
higher acceleration values than both codes especially for pe-
riods less than 1.0s. This ﬁgure clearly shows that build-
ings were exposed to seismic forces higher than the expected
design forces. The average spectrum of 10 strong motion
components almost doubles the spectrum of 1996 code for
T<0.5s. According to these records, the earthquake can be
classiﬁed as a strong one.
Elastic and inelastic demand spectra are plotted in Fig. 5.
The inelastic demand level is also a good indicator of de-
structive potential of the earthquake. Even for a ductility
level of 7, inelastic strength demand reaches to 40% of the
total building weight, which includes dead loads and a frac-
tion of live loads especially for small periods. On the other
hand, many of the non-engineered buildings have low ductil-
ity; therefore many buildings are excited by inelastic seismic
demands reaches up to 50% of their weight or more.
3 Structural damages to reinforced concrete buildings
Damages in RC structures may be classiﬁed into two groups
as out of plane collapse of non-structural walls and brittle
failures of RC frame members. Many of the collapses of
reinforced concrete structures during the earthquake could
be attributed to the poor quality construction and the use of
non-ductile detailing. Inspection of collapsed and damaged
buildings revealed that very little or no seismic design had
been implemented during the design and construction of re-
inforced concrete moment-frame systems. In RC buildings,
shear walls should be used to resist earthquake excitations.
It was observed that shear walls were not used in multistory
RC buildings.
Many RC buildings had been constructed with two par-
tition walls at sides of the buildings. The inner one is
constructed as an inﬁll wall. However, the outer one was
constructed to surround beams and columns for isolation
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Figure 4. Response spectra of the records from 5 stations for 5% damping and comparison with NTS design 
spectrum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Response spectra of the records from 5stations for 5%
damping and comparison with NTS design spectrum.
purposes. Although it is a good solution to prevent heat
bridges, unrestrained walls had low out-of-plane resistance.
Many such walls collapsed and caused important damages
(Fig. 6).
Isolating side walls were not anchored to the structural
framing with masonry ties. Inﬁll walls were built in con-
tact with the structural framing and increase the base shear
capacity of the framing system. Damage to inﬁll masonry
walls was concentrated in the lower stories of buildings be-
cause of higher demands on the story shear forces of the
moment-frame-inﬁll wall system. Figure 6b and c illustrates
typical damage to inﬁll walls in two buildings in the center
of L’Aquila.
Poor quality of concrete was observed many RC build-
ings (Fig. 7). Poor detailing of RC sections and joints have
caused structural elements to behave in a brittle manner and
end up with shear type failures. Figure 8a depicts shear fail-
ure in beam-column joints and column shear failures. Be-
sides, longitudinal reinforcements also buckled due to the
lack of transverse reinforcement in the joint. On the other
hand, transverse reinforcement spacing was measured to be
up to 40cm in columns in the damaged RC buildings. No
transverse reinforcement was used in column-beam connec-
tion joints of many buildings. Shear failures caused by inad-
equate transverse reinforcement can be seen in Fig. 8b. Inad-
equate detailing of transverse reinforcement caused not only
shear failures but also buckling of longitudinal reinforcement
in plastic hinge regions. This also led to a brittle mode of
failure. Such a typical damage is shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 5. Inelastic demand spectrum for AQV-EW record for different ductility levels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Inelastic demand spectrum for AQV-EW record for different
ductility levels.
Moment frames require careful detailing and excellent
construction quality to achieve the intended level of perfor-
mance during earthquakes. In L’Aquila earthquake, it was
observed that detailing of RC buildings was very poor.
4 Structural damages to masonry buildings
Masonry buildings, the oldest type of structural systems,
are still popular especially for low-storey buildings. De-
spite their complex seismic behavior, seismic resistant ma-
sonry buildings are a well-known topic among structural en-
gineers. Lessons drawn from investigations of damaged ma-
sonry buildings after past earthquakes (Kaplan et al., 2004,
2008; Binici, 2007; Bayraktar et al., 2007; Ramazi and
Jigheh, 2006) greatly contributed to the knowledge.
L’Aquila earthquake served as a good open-laboratory for
damaged masonry buildings. Some of those buildings had
historical characteristics. Many of the damaged historical
monumental buildings were stone and rubble stone masonry
having low construction quality. Similarly, other masonry
buildings in rural settlement areas of L’Aquila were also
usually constructed by rubble stone and heavy blocks usu-
ally, which can be easily available around settlement ar-
eas (Fig. 10). Many of these masonry buildings were non-
engineered and were not earthquake resistant.
Unconnected outer and inner wythes are given in Fig. 11.
These types of deﬁciencies lead to out-of-plane failures. Ty-
pical wall section observed at many damaged walls is com-
pared with an earthquake resistant section in Fig. 11, where
lack of connection between outer and inner wythes can be
seen.
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Figure 6. a) Typical hollow clay tile used in infill walls;  b-c) Severe infill wall damages 
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)  b)  c) 
Fig. 6. (a) Typical hollow clay tile used in inﬁll walls, (b–c) severe inﬁll wall damages.
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Figure 7. Aggregate used in concrete having no particle size distribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Aggregate used in concrete having no particle size distribution.
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Figure 8. a) Shear failure in beam-column joints b)Shear failure of column and beam-column joint 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)  b) 
Fig. 8. (a) Shear failure in beam-column joints. (b) Shear failure of column and beam-column joint.
Another reason for out-of-plane failures are poorly con-
nected crossing walls. In many cases, at corner points of the
buildings, masonry units did not properly overlap to ensure
an earthquake-resistant connection. This causes walls to be
separated at initial stages of the quake. After that, out-of-
plane failures were initiated due to poor restraining condi-
tions. These types of damages are shown in Fig. 12.
Restraining effect of crossing walls was reduced by wall
openings placed to close to the building corner. Such dam-
agesaregiveninFig.13. Windowanddooropeningsweaken
the connection of crossing walls. If there was a greater
ground-shake, next expected steps would be out-of-plane
failure of those walls like in many other cases in L’Aquila.
Beside relatively new buildings, many historical churches
collapsed or heavily damaged (Fig. 14). The Church of Santa
Maria del Suffragio in L’Aquila was seriously damaged but
the remains of PopeCelestino V that were kept inside were
recovered from the basilica shortly after the earthquake. The
dome of the Duomo of the Amine Sante also collapsed. The
dome of this church was made of heavy rubble stone and wall
thickness was excessive and improper.
5 Results
Although the magnitude of the event (Mw6.3) with respect to
its PGA values is quite low, it has caused extensive damages
to many reinforced concrete and masonry buildings. The
amplitudes of the ground shaking affecting L’Aquila settle-
ments range between 0.3g–1.0g. As indicated by the re-
sponse spectra, the frequency content of the recorded mo-
tions was in the range of 0.1s–1.0s, which have resemblance
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Figure 9. a) Moment frame under construction, b) Buckling of the reinforcement in plastic hinge regions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)  b) 
Fig. 9. (a) Moment frame under construction. (b) Buckling of the reinforcement in plastic hinge regions.
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Figure 10. Bad profile of a damaged wall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. Bad proﬁle of a damaged wall.
to the range of fundamental frequencies of the most build-
ings in the affected area. The experience provided by the
L’Aquila earthquake shows that there is a signiﬁcant gap be-
tween the requirements established by modern seismic codes
and construction practice especially in rural areas. Besides
poor construction practices and theuse of non ductile seismic
detailing, high spectral accelerations were the main reasons
for most of the reinforced concrete building failures. Further
reasons are as follows;
– It has been observed that the concrete quality was
poor at many RC buildings and a signiﬁcant percent-
age of RC buildings with limited ductility and deﬁcient
strength did not have the required lateral capacity to re-
sist the ground shaking without damage.
– No shear walls were observed in the damaged RC build-
ings. The horizontal rigidity of the multi-storey RC
buildings was not sufﬁcient. Due to the existence of
slender columns with brittle seismic behavior, these
types of buildings were subjected to considerable dam-
ages.
– Transverse reinforcement was not detailed properly in
most of the damaged columns. Poor detailing in beam-
column joints was also frequently observed.
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a)                                          b) 
Figure 11. a) Proper,  b) Improper  details 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. (a) Proper and (b) improper details.
– Non-structural walls of RC buildings were not properly
restrained to the frame, and hence out-of-plane failures
of those walls were observed in many RC buildings.
– In general, the external walls had two layers, within
which there was isolation material. The external unan-
chored walls experienced major damages during this
earthquake leading to out-of plane failures of them.
– Despite these negative effects, inﬁll walls played a posi-
tive role in preventing several non-ductile framed struc-
tures from collapsing. However, this positive help was
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Figure 12. Badly connected crossing walls causing out-of-plane failures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12. Badly connected crossing walls causing out-of-plane failures.
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Figure 13. Damages observed at connection of crossing walls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 13. Damages observed at connection of crossing walls.
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Figure 14. Damages observed at connection of crossing walls. 
 
Fig. 14. Damages observed at connection of crossing walls.
sufﬁcient to prevent many collapses because of the rela-
tively short duration of ground shaking. It is certain that
a prolonged period of shaking with high accelerations
would cause a heavier damage proﬁle for buildings.
Masonry structures also suffered out-of-plane failures.
Many of these masonry buildings were constructed as rub-
ble stone masonry in rural areas. Materials and construction
techniques of these stone masonry buildings did not provide
earthquake resistance to the buildings. Considering construc-
tion techniques of these buildings, the most important defects
are listed below;
– The lack of interlocking elements between external and
internal units of the wall section and lack of connection
between crossing walls.
– The wall thickness and the ﬂoors were too thick. This
increased the weight of the structure and therefore re-
sulted in higher earthquake forces.
– The joining of rubble stones with mud and lack of inter-
locking walls caused damage of these buildings under
the effect of the earthquake loads. Almost all of the
walls of the masonry buildings were not appropriate to
carry the earthquake loads.
– In joining the corners of the masonry buildings many
mistakes were made. The interlocking walls were not
connected properly.
– The percentage of the doors and windows was relatively
high. The placement of the windows near the corners
resulted in damages.
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– Due to lack of proper connection between the walls and
roof in the roof level the structural response was differ-
ent and damages were observed.
6 Conclusions
Generally, the structural performance of the buildings in the
citycenterwasnotsatisfactory. Themainstructuralmaterials
are URM composed of rubble stone, brick, and hollow clay
tile. Masonry units suffered the worst damage. Several mod-
ern, non-ductile concrete frame buildings have collapsed. In
reinforced concrete structures, many structural deﬁciencies
such as non-ductile detailing, poor concrete quality, strong
beams-weak columns were commonly observed.
Lack of ductility in older buildings (including historical)
or newer buildings played a big role in collapse or the dam-
age of these structures. The main conclusions drawn from
this study are given below;
– In the cities under similar earthquake risk, the neces-
sary precautions must be taken into consideration. In an
anticipated earthquake, the potential for damage of ma-
sonry buildings is high. For these kinds of buildings a
new retroﬁtting methodology must be proposed, which
will not inﬂuence the functionality and will not disturb
normal usage by the inhabitants.
– The RC buildings without shear walls can be practically
retroﬁtted by adding external shear walls.
– In order to prevent the out of-plane failure of the ex-
ternal partition walls, aiming at isolating, a connection
with the remaining inner wall must be provided as well
as anchoring to the structural elements in order to pre-
vent damages.
To sum up, thousands of existing structures designed and
constructed in accordance with earlier or no seismic codes at
all, are present in seismically active areas worldwide. These
buildings must be properly retroﬁtted as soon as possible in
order to prevent future loss of lives.
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